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History of Personality types
Psychologist and
philosophers throughout
the ages have explored
human behavior and
reflected on personality
differences
Hippocrates – 450 BC
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Colors




People have
different roles in an
organization
Some suggest that
there are four
different personality
types and each one
brings a different
strength to the org.

Colors scoring key








First Row
Orange
Second Row
Gold
Third Row
Blue
Fourth Row
Green
You now have four scores associated
with each of four colors
Now we will re-create your name tag










Carl Jung – Early 20th
Century







Sanguine
Choleric
Phlegmatic
Melancholic

Intuition
Feeling
Body
Intellect

Meyers-Brigs – 1956





Introverted/Extroverted
Intutive/Sensing
Feeling/Thinking
Perceiver/Judger

Colors Word Sort







In each row there are four boxes
In each box is a list of three words
In each row, rank the four boxes as 4,
most like you to 1, least like you using
all four numbers, i.e.. 4,3,2,1
Continue through all five rows
Total score according to the directions
at the bottom of the sheet

Name Tag Dots






On each table is a set of 8 sticky dots in four
colors, Orange, Blue, Gold, Green
Each person at the table is to place a color
dot that corresponds to the highest score on
the top left corner of their name tag
Each person should place a second color dot
that corresponds to the second highest score
on the upper right corner of their nametag
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Second
Highest color

Highest scoring
color

What do these scores mean ?




James J. Wiesing


Lets see what MACT Looks Like!




Who has a score higher that 18, 19, 20
as their highest color
Who has scores that are within one or
two points of their highest score – two
steppers
Who has three scores that are within
one or two points of their highest score
– three steppers

Colors Gold

Move to the corner of the room
that corresponds to your highest
color – sit at the tables nearest you
Select two people to read the two
slides as they are presented

The Administrator (Adize)


Colors Green

The Administrator ensures that
rules are in place and followed,
that plans are made and
adhered to. Precise and
accurate, the Administrator
creates methods and
procedures to make sure things
are done "right". Analytical and
logical, administrators clean up
other people's carelessness.
They like to keep the
organization humming at a
steady pace, and are willing to
do things more slowly and
carefully, to make certain that
procedures are followed
properly. Administrators are
drawn to tasks that require
systemic thinking and
precision, such as Accounting.
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The Entrepreneur (Adize)


The Entrepreneur is an ideas
person, always asking "why?”
or "why not?" A visionary with
dreams, plans and schemes, the
Entrepreneur leads others to
ideas that they would not
pursue on their own. Success
for an Entrepreneur requires
both creativity and risk. They
sometimes get bored with
short-term tasks, and prefer
developing the long-term
vision. Entrepreneurs are
charismatic, and often generate
ideas for new projects, new
approaches to problems, or
even new businesses.

The Integrator (Adize)


Colors Orange

The Integrator is peopleoriented. True Integrators
value social harmony, and
thrive on peacemaking and
teamwork. An organizer of
social events, the Integrator's
pleasantness is unmistakable.
Amiable and empathetic, the
Integrator is the first to
cooperate in helping with tasks
or problems. Integrators make
the workplace feel friendly.
They prefer to work by
consensus, instead of taking a
strong position against others.
Integrators are attracted to
people-oriented occupations
like Human Resources.

The Producer (Adize)


Colors Blue

The Producer is the individual
that has the drive and the
discipline necessary to see real
results produced. Impatient,
active, and always busy, the
Producer has little time for idle
chitt-chat. Direct and to the
point, typical Producers are
behind-the scenes movers and
shakers. Many Producers are
attracted to high-intensity
departments such as Sales.
They are too busy to "waste
time" with meetings. They
prefer to cut the small talk and
get out there to get the job
done.

Discussion about colors




Golds, do you have a sock drawer,
describe it, do you keep lists, what do
you do if something isn’t on your list, is
punctuality important to you?
Greens, what is the first thing you do
when someone asks you a question, do
you ever answer a question with a
question, is there one right answer?
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Discussion about colors




Blue, is it easy to say no to someone,
do you give someone the benefit of the
doubt when you first meet them?
Orange, what are rules for, what is it
like to do the same task over and over,
do you like to loose, what do you do
when you encounter an obstacle?

National Distribution of Colors
Orange
40%
50% M-F

Gold
45%
50% M-F

Green
6%
60% M -40% F

Blue
9%
40% M – 60% F

Seven Principals *
Leadership in Office





Prepared by
James J. Wiesing, MSUE





1. Understand the
“Job Description”
2. Know the other
people on the team
3. Involve all
members on the
team setting vision,
mission & goals
4. Understand the

County Decision –
making process
 5. Communicate
Decisions
 6. Know how to
implement decisions
 7. Continuously
work to build trust,
respect & credibility

* Created by James J. Wiesing, MSUE Grand Traverse Co

Help all the team-members
to understand the “job
description”


Power





Know the people on the
team


Understand the personalities



Know where the person is coming from





Where does Treasurers & County Commission
power come from, State Statues, people

Roles & Responsibilities
Understand where you fit in the
Organizational Structure






Meyers-Briggs, True Colors, etc.
Values
customs
passions

Know their prior experiences




Work
Play
Family
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Team Building is an ongoing activity

Involve all team members
in setting the Vision,
Mission and Goals for the
Office









Make sure all voices are heard
Respect all opinions
Come to agreement
Make sure everyone knows the results
Work together to achieve success



You can’t just do it once
It is based on Trust, Respect &
Credibility
Trust increases or decreases over time
based on:




Dealing with Conflict and
improving Communications

Communications
Consistency
Actions – follow through

Characteristics of Conflict
Conflict is normal
 Conflict happens continually
 It takes two to tango
 Conflict is emotional
 Conflict can stimulate change


By James J. Wiesing
Michigan State University
Extension

Why Do WE Get into Conflict ?






Different Goals
Common goals but different approaches
Change
Scarce resources
Poor Communication (85% of all conflict
is the result of poor communication)

Since 85% of all conflict is due
to miscommunication we will
look a ways to improve
communication
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Improve Listening Skills

Verbal Communications
Improving verbal communications











Think before you speak
Know your audience
Be specific and simplify
Present thoughts logically
Be patient
Summarize
Give and get feedback
Practice effective listening

Limit Listening Barriers


Faking attention



Responding to the wrong thing



Using your filters

Improve Listening Skills

“You” Messages
You messages tend to blame, order or evaluate





Speak at a moderate rate



Give Feedback


I noticed that some of “You” were late for the
meeting tonight




Clarify, paraphrase, respond



‘You’ messages label the receiver instead of
describing your feelings
‘You’ messages put the receiver on the defensive
against a negative message
‘You’ messages tend to create inhibitions and
closed behavior because of distrust

Using “I” messages
Using “I” messages
Can be effective in dealing with problems with
another person




When I arrived for the meeting tonight...
“The event”
And there were only a few people
here... ”The effect”

Can be effective in dealing with problems with
another person


I felt disappointed...”The feeling”






Places responsibility with the sender
Reduces other person’s defensiveness
Does not evaluate the other person
Promotes communications
Builds trust and creates empathy
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Written Communication

Nonverbal Communication

Ways to improve Written Communications






Keep it short
Use familiar words, avoid jargon where
possible



Listen objectively, Is it worth hassling over?



Reflect, then rephrase and clarify
If emotions are involved let the person “vent
their emotions”
Compromise, I will ..., if you will...

~ If not, Let it Pass and don’t hold a grudge ~



Body Language


Posture



Facial Expressions



Gestures

Be clear and definite

Steps for Managing Conflict





Write to read, you cannot be heard

Steps for Managing Conflict
• Confront with feelings
• Productively Debate







Set rules and Be fair
Preserve the relationship, avoid personal
attacks
Find common ground
Keep it in the present
Use “I” messages

Building
Community
Capacity

The Trust Scale

(+)

Driving Factors in Trust

Trust
Credibility
Respect





Openness

(0)

Communications

Neutral



Consistency

Suspicion


Disrespect

Distrust



(-)

Open & Honest, information flows freely, and
power is shared
Members share responsibility and keep
commitments (you do what you say you were
going to do)

Action


Results reflect the communicated vision

Driving Factors
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Thanks !

Questions ?
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